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• Cold chains are complex

• Need to maintain food at 

the correct temperature 

from harvest, production, 

distribution, sales and 

consumption

• Both static and mobile 

elements which have to 

work seamlessly together

• Systems are fragmented, 

data sharing and 

collaboration sporadic and 

little top down holistic 

view of how the system is 

performing

The food system



Introduction to ACES

Bring together the multi-disciplinary expertise and commercial partners to: 

• Develop and demonstrate step-change pathways

• Identify affordable, resilient and low carbon emissions cooling and cold-

chain systems while meeting social and economic cooling, cold-chain and 

postharvest management needs

• Improve knowledge on postharvest behaviour of food to optimise systems 

and maintain nutritional and physiological quality

• Provide technical business assistance and training to small-holder farmers 

and rural communities

• Conduct research on future-proof, localised solutions for food loss 

reduction

• Excellence in teaching

• Establish Living Labs for capacity building in the field

• Build public awareness on the benefits of using sustainable cooling

Interconnectivity can help expand opportunities for sectors 
to work together to optimise the overall food cold-chain



Holistic, needs-driven process to deliver the key interventions and 

levers for sustainable cooling   

ACES

Research 
Centre  

Business
Incubator

Knowledge 
Hub

Technology
Hub

Increase market connectivity 

and investment

• Develop sustainable 

business models to attract 

uptake and investment.

• Create added value to 

farmers by turning food loss 

into sales, and new product 

opportunities.

• Standards and certifications.

• Support start-up companies 

and individual entrepreneurs 

to develop their businesses

Enhance capacity and raise 

awareness of rural 

communities 

• Capacity building in the field. 

• Skills development and 

innovation support.

• Chilling/freezing advice

Comprehensive food and 

vaccine cold-chain design

• Field and lab trial new technologies

• Support industry in adaptation to 

local needs

• Demonstration

• Identify market gaps

• Research on future-proof, 

localised solutions for food loss 

reduction and supply chain 

resilience.

• Data acquisition and use.

• Sustainable low-carbon, pack-

house and logistics design and 

best practices.

• Generation of design data and 

design of retail, professional and 

domestic refrigeration.

• Integrate renewable energy, E-

logistics and other advanced 

solutions. 

Demonstrate best 

available technologies 

ACES components



Postharvest handling, storage,

quality, process and packing zone

with:

Off-grid mobile pre-cooling; Controlled

Atmosphere systems; Refrigerated

storage; Precision Cooling for soft fruit

and perishable crops (blast

chilling/vacuum coolers); Hydrocooling;

Ripening Rooms; Sustainable packaging;

modified atmosphere packaging.

*

Distribution, Cold-Chain and Logistics

Zone with:

Ice-production; Zero-emission transport

refrigeration; PCMs and small-scale

rechargeable cooling boxes; Zero-

emission refrigerated transport.

*

Energy and Energy Storage Centre

with:

Integrated thermal systems; waste heat

to cold (sorption cooling); Thermal

storage (phase change materials).

The Centre - Capabilities

Data and Digital Transformation

Needs assessment tools, data capture and

use monitoring, virtual models, electronic

trading and fulfilment platforms.

*

Business Start-Ups, and Incubation Suite

with:

Design service, business models market

engagement and finance, export distribution

network, etc.

meeting and conference facilities; co-location

space for business and industry partners.

*

Quality control and Certifications Centre

addressing:

Codes and Standards; Setting quality

thresholds for retail sector and export

markets; Food safety.

*

Other areas – vaccine and health, retail

domestic.



• Located at showcase cooperatives and

fishing villages in strategic locations

throughout Africa

• Specialized in particular value chains; 

testing holistic integrated solutions deliver 

agricultural products from farm/fishery to 

markets and from factories to patients for 

vaccines

• Providing farmer training and local 

delivery of apprenticeship programmes

• Technical support for private sector

• Lessons learned from the field shared

back with ACES Hub and disseminated

more broadly (farm-fork-farm)

ACES and the Living Laboratories

ACES



ACES in Kigali

• Temperature-controlled aggregation, 

grading, marketing and onward movement 

hubs

• Post-harvest management training and 

knowledge transfer point of contact

• Market intelligence, horizon scanning and 

opportunity analysis for short- and long-term 

market engagement decision-making

• Cascade point for communication, 

engagement and produce order fulfilment

• Produce transparency and traceability hub 

including quality standards and regulatory 

compliance requirements

• Trading platform and financial transactions 

participation pivot

• Market entry gateway for farmer community 

Develop cooperatively-operated packhouses as the pivotal point in the cold-chain 

enabled system of farm/manufacture-to-consumer/patients



ACES

ACES Concept Design in 3D

CONCEPT DESIGN: USING 
SOME EXISTING 
BUILDINGS IN PHASES 1 
and 2  

CONCEPT DESIGN:  FURTHER NEW 
BUILDINGS REPLACE EXISTING ONES 
IN PHASES 3 and 4

© University of Rwanda 



Phase 1a (2022)

Cold-chain refrigeration and cold-chain demonstration hall 

To include:

• Refrigeration equipment

• Plant room, training workshop for equipment and a small 

classroom (15 students)

• Energy and energy storage hub

© University of Rwanda, University of Birmingham, London South Bank University, Cranfield University



Demonstration hall

Off grid testing and 
development (blue 

on plan)

Solar panels (likely 
placed on roof

Refrigeration 
workshopRefrigerated container 

development and testing

Refrigeration 
training

Development and 
testing of retail, 

professional, 
commercial and 

vaccine refrigerators

Refrigerated 
vehicle testing

Low GWP refrigeration test + 
development facilities 

(freezing/chilling processing)

Model packhouse

Energy 
storage/heat 

reclaim

© University of Birmingham, London South Bank University and Cranfield University



Outside

• External space to trial, among others:

• Renewable (tri-generation) energy 

systems (e.g. solar, biomass, and 

thermal to thermal) and associated 

larger scale energy storage systems

• EV/non-fossil fuel vehicles and 

transport refrigeration

• Solar and thermal cooling systems 

(e.g. milk chillers)

• PCM storage solutions

• Evaporative cooling 

• Solar mobile cold stores

• Modal shifts (e.g. drones)

• At a later stage and in partnership 

with the smart farm, could include 

autonomous vehicles



Africa Centre of Excellence 
for Sustainable Cooling and 
Cold-Chain (ACES)
Event
ACES Summit

Presented by
Brian Holuj, UNEP U4E 
Prof. Nosa, O. Egiebor, UR DVC  

Date 
2021.10.19  



ACES responds to the National Cooling Strategy developed through the Rwanda
Cooling Initiative and approved by Cabinet in 2019, which stipulated:

Championing ACES with Rwanda

Resource: Republic of Rwanda, National Cooling Strategy. 2019. Page 20 

“Scale up Cold Chain and Off-Grid Cooling Infrastructure to support
productive sectors… Energy-efficient and climate-friendly cooling solutions
are required to support various sectors of our economy including:

• Agriculture (i.e. Prevention agriculture post-harvest losses, fisheries,
horticulture among others)

• Trade and exports (i.e. conservation of perishable produce)

• Health (preservation of vaccines, drugs, mortuary among others)

GoR will mobilize investors to develop and energy efficient cooling
facilities and solutions to meet the above demands.”

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 



Whole-System 
Approach

Technology 
Hub

Business 
Incubator 

Research 
Centre  

Knowledge  
Hub

Demonstrate best available technologies 

• Technologies developed at proven at ACES HQ get demonstrated and field
tested at Living Laboratories with feedback shared on the results

• Implement sustainable business models
• Foster linkages between entrepreneurs, investors, agri-businesses
• Encourage use of standards and certifications

Deploy solutions and increase market connectivity and uptake

R&D on comprehensive food and vaccine cold-chain solutions
• Future-proof, localised solutions for food loss and supply chain resilience
• Specifications and best practices for refrigeration, pack houses, logistics,

etc.
• Integration of renewable energy, e-logistics and other advanced solutions
• Assess market gaps, leverage data acquisition and modelling capabilities

Enhance capacity and raise awareness of rural communities 

• Capacity building in the field for farmers and technicians
• Skills development and innovation support for students and start-ups
• Disseminate key findings, orchestrate communications campaigns

An essential mix of: 
applied research and 
demonstration, learning 
and teaching, 
industrial collaboration 
and investment, and 
awareness raising and 
outreach

Cold storage, alone, 
is not cold-chain

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 



Governance 

Steering Committee (SC) 
Academic Research and 
Learning Committee 
(ARLC)

National Technical Advisory 
Committee (NTAC) 

Role Govern ACES by providing

overarching guidance, leadership, and

authorization for critical activities.

Role Provide technical input and allocate

staff and resources to facilitate effective

implementation of the Centre.

Chair - Juliet Kabera

Director General, REMA

Role Support the ACES Executive and

Academic teams in the delivery of

innovation and impact.

Chair: Professor Nosa O. Egiebor 

Deputy Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs and Research, UR

Chair - Patrick Karera

Permanent Secretary, Ministry of 
Environment (MoE)

Composition Senior academics

from universities and technical

schools with subject matter

expertise.

Composition Directors General /

Heads of Programmes of key public,

private, civil society and academic

fields.

Composition Permanent Secretaries

/ Executive Directors of key public,

private, civil society and academic

organizations.

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 

Additional partners to be added 
as ACES expands



Phases 
• Cooling Needs Assessment conducted (and other studies reviewed) to

underpin the concept of the Centre.

• Establish governance structure and formalize agreements across core
partners.

• HQ campus design, technology definition, staffing definition, hire initial staff.

• Build and commission facilities, buy and install equipment, expand
staffing.

• Initiate RDD&D, academic research and learning programmes, etc.

• Living Lab (Kenya) design, technology definition, staffing definition, hire 
staff. 

• Build and commission facilities, buy and install equipment, train local 
technicians, raise awareness of farmers and agribusinesses, initiate 
operations.  

1. Needs 
assessment

2. Design, Build and 
Commission the HQ

3. Design, Build and 
Commission first Living 
Lab 

4. Comprehensive operation 
and continued scale-up

• Scale-up to include pan-African Living Labs

• Disseminate ACES solutions more broadly in communities beyond Living Labs

• Exchange lessons learned across Living Labs and externally via HQ.

(Q3 2020 – Q2 2021) 

(2021 

onwards)

(2022 onwards) 

(2023 onwards)

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 



Consider Joining ACES

CO

ACES Living Lab

2

ACES 
Living Lab 
in 
Rwanda 

ACES Centre 

ACES Living Lab
in the future 

ACES first Living 
Lab
in Kenya

ACES Living Lab
in the future 

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 



UR: Co-Founder of ACES and Host 

of the Headquarters Campus
Prof. Nosa O. Egiebor, Deputy Vice Chancellor, UR  



UR’s Contributions to ACES

Talented workforce, land and infrastructure

• Designated entire Rubirizi Campus to host ACES

Headquarters (4.38 hectares, $3 million valuation).

• Conducted comprehensive campus infrastructure

assessment to understand needs to inform the campus

full design.

Next steps:

• Support GoR to secure resources for the development of

the Demonstration Hall

• Support GoR to secure nearby lands for a model farm

and demonstration of post-harvest management

• Provide needed infrastructure, furniture and materials for

on-campus facilities

• Install campus entrance and directional signage

• Complete the full design of campus and conduct

procurement of initial set of specialized refrigeration and

test equipment

Video and pictures from campus 
assessment

Campus entrance sign and directional sign are being 
installed 

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E, UoB and 

UR



Hosting of ACES Headquarters and Expanding 

CapacityEstablishing a proper home for a world-class Centre of 

Excellence

• Hired Operations and Research Coordinator and Finance Specialist.  

• Supported via the College of Agriculture, Animal Science and Veterinary 

Medicine (CAVM) and synergies at other UR assets: 

 Regional Centre of Excellence for Vaccines, Immunisation and Health 

Supply Chain Management 

 Colleges of Science and Technology (CST), Business and Economics 

(CBE), Medicine and Health Science (CMHS), Arts and Social Sciences 

(CASS)

Next steps: 

• Bringing Director of the Centre on board as well as additional staff 

• Design of academic and learning programmes via ARLC

• Full ACES website development

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 



Post-harvest handling, storage, quality, process and packing zone
:
Off-grid mobile pre-cooling; Controlled Atmosphere systems;

Refrigerated storage; Precision Cooling for soft fruit and perishable

crops (blast chilling/vacuum coolers); Hydrocooling; Ripening

Rooms; Sustainable packaging; modified atmosphere packaging.

Distribution, Cold-Chain and Logistics Zone:

Ice-production; Zero-emission transport refrigeration; PCMs and

small-scale rechargeable cooling boxes; Zero-emission refrigerated

transport.

Energy and Energy Storage Centre:

Integrated thermal systems; waste heat to cold (sorption cooling);

Thermal storage (phase change materials).

Data and Digital Transformation

Needs assessment tools, data capture and use monitoring,

virtual models, electronic trading and fulfilment platforms.

Business Start-Ups, and Incubation Suite with:

Design service, business models market engagement and

finance, export distribution network, etc.

meeting and conference facilities; co-location space for

business and industry partners.

Quality control and Certifications Centre addressing:

Codes and Standards; Setting quality thresholds for retail

sector and export markets; Food safety.

Other areas – vaccine and health, retail domestic.

ACES headquarters
Facility design consideration

© U4E/UoB strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E or UoB 



ACES UR Rubirizi campus pictures 

ACES entrance and reception ACES classroom

© U4E/UoB/UR strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E, UoB or UR 

ACES office



ACES UR Rubirizi campus draft design renderings

ACES Demonstration Hall

ACES Rubirizi Campus

© U4E/UoB/UR strictly confidential – not to be copied or circulated without prior approval from U4E, UoB or UR 

ACES Strategic location ACES Innovation and Enterprise Hub 



Contacts
Brian Holuj: Cooling Lead, UNEP-U4E              Brian.Holuj@un.org

Prof. Nosa, O. Egiebor, UR DVC                          DVC.aar@ur.ac.rw

ACES Webpage Find out more:
Industry flyer 

https://coolingafrica.org/
https://coolingafrica.org/
https://coolingafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/8705_UofB_Flyer_8pp-amended.pdf
https://coolingafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/8705_UofB_Flyer_8pp-amended.pdf
https://coolingafrica.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/8705_UofB_Flyer_8pp-amended.pdf

